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Buy The Book
Since you can’t tell a book from its cover we offer you seven 

pages from this book  to decide if you want to do buy the book!

Thanks to The Writers Collective we offer 
you an excerpt from Urban Gun Dogs  

By Anthony Z. Roettger &  Benjamin H. 
Schleidler III 

Copyrights: The Writers Collective 2005

Urban Gun Dogs
By Anthony Z. Roettger & 
Benjamin H. Schleidler III 

Chapter 1 
The Right Dog for Your 

Situation
Size and Breed Matters

There is a puzzling array of choices of gun dogs 
available to the urban hunter today, and it is by no 
means a simple task to sort through the literature and 
decide on a dog that fits your particular needs and 
situation. Should you buy a flushing dog, a pointer, 
or a retriever? How will the dog adapt to urban life? 
Will it play gently with small children? Am I able to 
invite people into my house without fear of my dog 
attacking them? How will it integrate into my family? 
And most importantly, will my marriage survive the 
inevitable strains?

These questions are truly important ones and will 
influence significantly your choice of breed. Irrespective 
of your breed choice, there is one essential ingredient 
to success-your choice of breeder/trainer. The choice 
of breeder is critical if you want both a quality gun 
dog and an adoring family dog. Gun dogs do not come 
from a pet store or a neighborhood breeder. In all of the 
breeds discussed in this book, there is a fairly healthy 
divide between those dogs bred for the show ring (called 
conformation in the American Kennel Club parlance, 
or bench dogs) and those bred for the field. Over the 
past fifty years, virtually every sporting dog breed has 
divided into bench and field strains. Despite some heroic 
attempts to reunify the two and the occasional excep-
tional dog, the division appears permanent.

English springer spaniels or golden retrievers, for 
example, bred for the bench look fundamentally dif-
ferent than those bred for the field. Bench dogs have 
the extreme good looks one associates with the show 
ring. A field-bred springer or golden will possess far 
less feathering of the coat, with a concomitant reduc-
tion in grooming needs, and have a far greater natural 
bird finding and retrieving ability than a bench dog. 
However, they will still be awfully nice to look at. 

Bench dogs tend be far more available to the prospec-
tive dog owner than field-bred dogs. One need merely 
peruse the local paper’s want ads, check with friends, or 
visit a pet store. To obtain field dogs, the urban hunter 
must go to a reputable field breeder irrespective of the 
breed choice. This is not to say that some bench dogs 
cannot turn into reasonably good hunting dogs with 
much work, patience, and professional help. However, 
it is to say that generally field-bred dogs require far less 
training, have greater natural instincts toward field 
work, and will generally be hunting much sooner than 
dogs bred for the bench. They will also make wonder-
ful additions to your family. However, lest the reader 
believe that the authors are highly prejudiced against 
show dogs, we must point out that we have seen some 
nifty field work from dogs not originally bred for the 
field. Tony’s own experiences with his first dog Lady 
underscore that with hard work and diligence one can 
accomplish significant feats. If you have not yet made 
your choice of type of dog, consider a field bred spaniel 
or retriever; it can make your training tasks easier. If 
you already have the dog of your dreams, follow the 
training regime we outline. It can help turn your dog 


